In this paper a sequence of steps is applied to a graph representation of line drawings using concepts from data mining. This process finds frequent subgraphs and then association rules between these subgraphs.
Introduction
A symbol encodes a message into the form of an arbitrary sign. This sign has acquired a conventional significance. According to the document model, the symbol conveys graphical and semantic information. In this paper we try to discover both the representation as a written sign, and the relations (rules) that a symbol respects. The graphical representation and the rules found can be considered as an approximation of the message carried by the symbol. Automatic symbol extraction on document images without any prior domain knowledge is an appealing task. This approach has been pursued by Altamura [2] and Messmer [3] . In the context of line drawings document, one way to detect symbols is to consider the frequent occurrences of included entities. The entities can be graphs, geometric shapes or image parts depending at which processing level (segmentation) we apply this method [4] , [5] , [6] . A possible extension of this approach is to find relations between symbols. Such a relation can be viewed as a new entity that can be frequent and participates on its own right in other more complex relations. The standard for mining frequent item sets is the A priori algorithm [7] . However if the objects are graphs, some modifications to the basic algorithm should be made. Several papers describe A priori-like algorithms for mining frequent graph substructures [8] , [9] , [10] .
This paper prensents an algorithm that finds frequent subgraphs in a graph, a modality of creating rules and meta-rules between the discovered symbols and some possible utilization for the detected rules.
The principle of our approach is described on Fig.1 . A document image is characterised in a certain extent by the set of symbols that are frequent. Using this incomplete description of a document, generated in an unsupervised manner, we can use techniques from Information Retrieval in order to index [11] and classify [12] document images.
A good example for using the rules between objects can be to cluster a set of document images. If the symbols are described in the common graph language, the rules can also be shared. Two documents are from the same class if they respect the same rules. The distance between two documents can be evaluated using the extent to which one document conforms to the rules of the other.
Another application of the rules between symbols is to apply these rules in the segmentation process when noise or occluded symbols are present.
Fig. 1. Approach principle
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses the algorithm for finding frequent subgraphs. Section 3 emphasizes the ways we can find association rules between symbols. Section 4 presents an example of the proposed method. Section 5 elaborates several conclusions.
An algorithm that finds frequent subgraphs
The proposed approach is based on the fact that symbols on technical drawings graphically encode message elements according to a certain convention. So, in several document images sharing the same document model, a pattern always describes the same entity. The symbols of a document class appear with a certain frequency.
The purpose of this algorithm is to find the frequent subgraphs from a graph that describes the neighbourhood relations between shapes in a line drawing document. The subgraphs which represent symbols are closed graphs (a graph is closed if it does not have a super-graph with the same number of apparitions in the dataset) [1] .
In the process of document image analysis, different graph based representations can be used. These representations can be constructed depending on the understanding level of the document when the graph is generated or according to the type of document that one tries to model (mostly textual, mostly graphical, mixed…)
In this paper we extract a graph from the document image at a low level of document understanding. We only use connected components and their neighbouring relations to construct the graph. The documents analysed are mostly graphical documents called line drawings. From a semantic point of view, a line drawing document is a document that does not lose information when the morphological operation of skeletonisation is applied on it.
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The document graph is obtained from a line drawing considering:
 the regions (closed loops, two-dimensional shapes) or one-dimensional shapes as nodes.  the neighbouring relations between these shapes as edges. Two shapes are neighbours if they share a common frontier (see Fig. 2 ). This relation of neighbourhood can also be computed using a distance between node regions. One example can be: two occlusions are neighbours if the distance between their centers is less than a fixed or relative threshold. This representation is more robust than the binary relation of neighbourhood computed using the existence or not of a common frontier but has the disadvantage of using a more or less arbitrary threshold. In order to label each node we extract a vector of features called Zernike moments for every part of the image that represents a node of the representation graph. These features are rotation invariant. More properties on these features can be found in [13] .
We apply an unsupervised clustering algorithm on the nodes of the representation and each node has the class it belongs to as label. The clustering algorithm used is hierarchical ascendant, clustering using the Euclidean distance as dissimilarity, complete-linkage distance between clusters, and the Calinsky-Harabasz index to obtain the number of clusters. This algorithm has been chosen after a comparison with a hierarchical descendant clustering using the Duda-Hart index as stopping criterion and based on the conclusions from [14] .
Two graphs represent the same symbol if they are isomorphic and if each pair of nodes (associated by the isomorphism function) has the same label. In this context a subgraph is considered frequent if its number of apparitions as non-included in other subgraphs is greater than a certain threshold s.
The way the threshold is defined can be linked to two possible settings: single or multiple graphs. In multiple graphs setting, i.e. we have a set of graphs and each graph is called a "transaction", we can say a subgraph is frequent if it appears in more than a s% transactions. In our case we are interested in the frequent occurrences of a subgraph in the same graph, so we are in a single graph setting.
Because the number of subgraphs of the same class (any two subgraphs from the same class are isomorphic) is considered for a single graph, the threshold cannot be defined in relation with the number of transactions as it is done in other similar algorithms ( [9] , [10] ). Considering a single transaction, we are interested in symbol occurrences included in that transaction. Here the threshold s is computed considering an approximation of the maximum possible number of subgraphs, with disjoint node sets and fixed number of edges and nodes, contained in the document graph.
The proposed algorithm uses the principle behind "A priori"-like algorithms combined with two simplifying hypotheses:
-the symbols are rarely expressed by graphs with a large number of nodes (10) -occurrences for the same symbol are subgraphs with disjoint node sets The idea behind all A priori-like algorithms is that we can construct the frequent sets of objects by adding objects to a set that is frequent until it is not frequent anymore. When objects are graphs, a graph is frequent if all its subgraphs are also frequent. In the general case this last proposition is not true but if we are in the context of disjoint node sets for subgraphs, this proposition is true. On Fig. 3 , the graph c) has only one occurrence in the graph a). If we consider that subgraphs can have common nodes, three occurrences of graph b) can be found in graph a). In our case, nodes only participate in the representation of a single symbol. Hence, subgraphs must have distinct nodes. Then, only one occurrence of graph b) can be found graph a). In the algorithm used here, in order to reduce time complexity, we compute a network of non-isomorphic graphs off-line.
The network is used to guide the search for frequent subgraphs and to avoid isomorphism related computations (exponential in time) during this procedure. The network contains all graphs that have less than MAX edges. The graphs and their relations of inclusion are generated using the method presented in [15] . This method generates all non isomorphic subgraphs of a particular size. The complexity of this method is exponential.
Based on the relation of inclusion between these graphs the network is an acyclic oriented graph, whose nodes are all non-isomorphic graphs with less than MAX edges, where MAX is an input parameter. Fig. 4 presents how a search for frequent subgraphs is done. If at a certain stage a graph is not frequent, all of its descendants, with more edges, cannot be frequent. This network was computed with MAX=9 in our application. Two reasons sustain this choice: the size of the network increases more than exponentially with the number of graph edges and the symbols are rarely expressed with graphs that have a bigger number of edges. The algorithm uses the information contained in the network of non-isomorphic graphs (the inclusion relations and automorphisms for each graph) to efficiently search for frequent subgraphs. Based on the nonisomorphic graph network, the search for frequent subgraphs is done in polynomial time.
2.1Algorithm
Network initialisation till level MAX begin Input An undirected labelled graph Output A list of frequent subgraphs and for each one the apparition list k:=1 while k<=MAX for all graphs that can be frequent let G be the current graph using the apparition lists of his predecessors the apparition list of G is computed if the apparition list contains more entries than a threshold then graph G is considered frequent if G is frequent then update the list of predecessor setting the (inclusion in a frequent graph) flag on true else update the successors of G setting the flag, for the possibility to be frequent, on false for all frequent graphs from level k-1 update the list of apparitions taking into account the inclusion in other frequent graphs update accordingly the frequent flag k:=k+1 end while end.
The threshold is computed using the following formula: ) ' , ' min( n n e e p threshold  
This formula represents an approximation of the maximum number of subgraphs that can be found in a graph. We consider that a subgraph is frequent if the number of occurrences is bigger than p% out of the
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maximum (possible) total number of subgraphs having e' edges and n' nodes. This algorithm can be applied to a graph or a set of graphs associated to a document or a collection of documents.
Rules and meta-rules
After some symbols were found using the above algorithm, relations between those symbols can be considered. The search for association rules between symbols is made using the "A priori" algorithm [7] . In the subsequent paragraphs the setting of this algorithm is presented. If we consider a set of symbols all having a common property, for example being on the same level in the inclusion tree (this tree models the inclusions between shapes), we may say this set of symbols participates in a transaction. All transactions are considered when relations between symbols are computed. An example for a set of transactions that describes how the objects are related can be:
From this set of transactions one can extract a rule as the following "if the object o1 participates in a transaction then the object o2 will probably be there too".
The transactions can be defined using other criterions such as: a document represents a single transaction. The relations found have the meaning that if a set of symbols appears in a document then it is highly probable that the consequent set of symbols will appear as well.
In the single graph setting we can relate transactions to graph partitioning or subgraph clustering. However, in the present paper only transactions based on the inclusion relation are used.
Applying the A priori algorithm in this context (i.e. using the above described transactions) we find relations of the following type:
If we consider a rule R obtained by the "A priori" algorithm, we can compute for each transaction whether R is confirmed or not. The confirmation is verified using the logical definition of the implication relation.
This computation has the following meaning: a rule is considered in its own right as a pattern and we consider that this particular rule appears in the transaction if it is confirmed in that transaction.
When in a given document we find a relation between some symbols then this fact implies the existence of a relation between some other symbols in the document.
Considering rules as patterns can be recursively applied in order to obtain meta-rules of type: 
 
The meta-rules found add knowledge to the associations and are not equivalent with simple rules. To support this assertion, we present an example where a meta-rule is not reducible to a simple rule (like Eq. 2.). The meta-rule   ) (
is written in a disjunctive normal form as:
written in a disjunctive normal form will contain a conjunction of a statement letter and a negation of other letter as it is the case for the meta-rule.
These types of meta-rules are more difficult to be expressed in informal language but are closer to the domain knowledge rules. One can describe a relation 2 1 R R  between rules as follows: all transactions that contain a certain rule will probably contain the second rule as well.
Examples

Tutorial example
This section presents a didactic example of our approach applied on a synthetic document (Fig. 5.) containing architectural symbols. First, connected components, loops and neighbouring relations are extracted. After that, the neighbouring graph is built (Fig. 6(a) ). Inclusion of shapes can be obtained from the graph [17] . Then, the corresponding inclusion tree is obtained (Fig. 6(b) ). The threshold s is computed (s = 6) by applying equation (1) with p = 0.2. Then a subgraph is considered frequent if we can find 6 occurrences at least. The results of frequent subgraph search are shown on Fig. 7 . The search is made only for subgraphs with less than 5 nodes and in this search the inclusion relation is not considered as a neighbouring relation. Using the discovered symbols, transactions that contain these symbols can be obtained. Each transaction represents a leaf of the inclusion tree. (   3  2  1  0  12  3  2  1  0  11  3  2  1  0  10  1  0  9  1  0  8  3  1  0  7   S  S  S  S  T  S  S  S  S  T  S  S  S  S  T  S  S  T  S  S  T  S  S  S  T  ),  ,  ,  ,  (  ),  ,  ,  ,  (  ),  ,  ,  ,  (  ),  ,  ,  ,  (  ),  ,  ,  ,  (   3  2  1  0  17  3  2  1  0  16  3  2  1  0  15  3  2  1  0  14  3  2  1  0  13   S  S  S  S  T  S  S  S  S  T  S  S  S  S  T  S  S  S  S  T  S  S  S  S  T  ),  ,  ,  ,  (  ),  ,  ,  ,  (  ),  ,  ,  ,  (  ),  ,  ,  ,  (  ),  ,  ,  ,  (   3  2  1  0  22  3  2  1  0  21  3  2  1  0  20  3  2  1  0  19  3  2  1  0 18 (   2  1  29  2  1  28  2  1  27  2  0  26  2  0  25  3  2  0  24  3  2 where n is the number of transactions, a n is the number of transactions which satisfy a and ab n is the number of transaction which satisfy ab.
Based on these transactions the following rules and meta-rules were obtained: The rules were found considering a threshold of 0.8 for confidence and 0.5 for support in the "A priori" algorithm.
The meta-rule found using the above thresholds has a significance (in the context of these artificially created document image) equivalent with a logo in a real document image. When we find a certain logo we expect rules between symbols which are specific to that document.
Robustness
This section presents an experiment which aims at assessing the robustness of our approach. Fig. 8(a) represents several occurrences of the same symbol with different levels of noise. Two kinds of noise have been introduced : -Vb1 models the connectivity of several graphic information, -Vb2 is a gaussian noise on the grey level image.
The Vb1 noise highlights the capacity of the method to deal with connected and distorted symbols. Even when some symbols are unrecognisable the property of being frequent is kept. Fig. 8(b) gives for each noise level of Vb1, the proportion of found symbols in relation to Vb2. Even if this proportion decreases with the noise, our objective is not to extract all symbols but rather to find redundancies that qualify the document. However, we can conclude that the thresholds have to be adapted to the noise on the document image. 
Conclusions
The research undertaken represents a novel approach for finding symbols in line drawing documents as well as for discovering relations between automatically mined symbols. The approach uses data mining concepts for knowledge extraction. It aims at finding frequent symbols and relations. These frequent patterns are part of the document model and can be put in relation with the domain knowledge. The exposed method can be applied to other graph representations of a document. The only condition is that the document graph should contain symbols as disjoint graphs. In our future works, we will apply this approach to layout structures of textual document images to extract formatting rules. Some follow-up activities could be:
-post-processing of the neighbourhood graph in order to attenuate the noise influence; -employment of error tolerant graph matching;
-utilization, at a semantic level, of more powerful indices for association rules; -creation of a hierarchy of rules, probably a similar approach with Gras et al. [17] .
